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Abst rac t - -Here  we derive a closed form analytical solution for an unsteady inviscid jet using 
linearized, acceleration potential theory and classical analytical methods. Use is made of both the 
Laplace transformation a d reduction to a self-similar form to solve the associated governing equa- 
tions. The convolution theorem provides a closed form mapping from the transformed plane to the 
real plane. The streamwise diffusion term, e.g., Cxz is shown to be second order and is neglected. 
This analytical model is used to estimate the debris cloud geometry and velocity field as a function 
of location and time. Though formal solutions of the potential equation yield good results for debris 
cloud expansion ear the initial impact point, x << 1, the debris cloud expansion front behavior is not 
recovered. The steady state eigenfunction expansion solution is used to extend the unsteady solution 
in an approximate manner. The extended solution retains physically correct expansion behavior for 
x << 1 but also provides a reasonable model near the debris cloud expansion front. Since debris 
cloud dynamics and witness plate impact are readily obtained from experimental observations, this 
model provides a simple, but useful supplement to conventional hydrocode simulation of impact and 
penetration phenomenon. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Keywords - -Debr i s  cloud formation, Analytical model, Laplace transform, Similarity solution. 
NOMENCLATURE 
c constant s Laplace Transform variable 
H initial jet width U initial/impact velocity 
H(t) Heaviside unit step function u Laplace transformed variable, 
L initial jet length velocity 
M Much number x streamwise location 
t time y cross-stream location 
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Greek A eigenvalue 
jet boundary ~ similarity variable 
E perturbation parameter, H/L Superscripts/subscripts 
¢ velocity potential d dimensional 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Here our goal is to provide a closed form model for debris cloud formation due to penetration 
of thin plates by high-speed (5-10kin/s) impacts. Penetration and debris cloud formation are 
important aspects for many military, commercial, and aerospace applications of impact/shielding 
systems [1]. Space system shielding from orbital debris, conventional rmor/antiarmor applica- 
tions and missile defense kinetic kill systems all require a physically based understanding of the 
penetration and debris cloud generation process. Multiple plate protection schemes are intimately 
connected to debris cloud formation. The widespread use of target/witness plate experimental 
configurations requires the ability to understand and explain debris cloud formation. Though 
large-scale computational models provide the potential for high fidelity analyses and assessment 
of impacts in complex geometries, e.g., CTH [2,3] to interpret, validate or calibrate such mod- 
els, one often turns to reduced physics models or empirically based relationships. In addition, 
empirically based models are useful for preliminary design work. However, to better understand 
the importance of flow or mechanical processes involved in the problem, a physically based, first 
principle based model is of value. Further, a physically based model provides insight into the 
range of validity of the model and the degree of risk involved with extrapolation beyond the base 
data sets used to derive an empirical relationship. 
The importance of understanding debris cloud generation has generated a large body of debris 
cloud formation literature. Several conference proceedings, e.g., Proceedings of the International 
Symposium on Ballistics, typically contain numerous articles on debris cloud formation and 
dynamics. Debris cloud experimental studies (often with accompanying hydro-code simulation) 
are exemplified by [4,5] and others. Semiempirical, engineering based models uch as [6-9] along 
with more rigorously based models such as [10] provide useful quantitative estimates of debris 
cloud behavior. Finally, computational models uch as the Eulerian code CTH [2] and combined 
Eulerian-Lagrangian codes [11] are useful to simulate complex problems but do not provide the 
direct access to the underlying functional dependence that is afforded by a closed form result. 
In this paper, we derive a closed form analytical solution for an unsteady inviscid jet using 
linearized, small disturbance, acceleration potential theory and classical analytical methods. Use 
is made of both the Laplace transformations and reduction to a self-similar form to solve the 
associated governing equations. The convolution theorem provides a closed form mapping from 
the transformed plane to the real plane. Streamwise diffusion terms, e.g., Cx~, are shown to 
be second order and are neglected. This analytical model is used to estimate the debris cloud 
geometry and velocity field as a function of location and time. Though formal solutions of the 
potential equation yield good results for debris cloud expansion ear the initial impact point, 
x << 1, the debris cloud expansion front behavior is not recovered. Inclusion of the streamwise 
diffusion term is shown to yield an inherently unstable formulation for the prescribed initial 
conditions. Since the steady state eigenfunction expansion solution is known to be stable [12], 
this functional form is used to extend the unsteady solution in an approximate manner. The 
extended solution retains physically correct expansion behavior for x << 1 but also provides a 
reasonable model near the debris cloud expansion front. 
2. ANALYSIS 
We begin our discussion by deriving a linearized acceleration (pressure) potential equation [13]. 
Consider the streamwise "x" and cross-stream "y" momentum equations 
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0 0 0 
O(pu) + (pu 2) + ~-:~, (puv) + ~x(p ) = 0 + O (visa. terms), 
v~ (1) 
o 0 0 
O(pv) + (puv) + N (pv2) + O--YY (P) = 0 + 0 (vise. terms). 
Equation (1) can be greatly simplified by noting that v << u, and that the pressure may be 
approximated by 
1 2 pu 2 
P = Po - ~-M-~P u ~ = 2M 2 (P0 - p), (2) 
where P0 is a total pressure. This gives 
02 02 02 02 
O-~t(P u) - 2M20-~x2 (P) + ~x2 (P) + ~ffy2 (P) = 0 + O (visa. terms). (3) 
Further assuming pu = pu2/U and defining the acceleration potential ¢ = p we write 
02¢a = (1 -  2M 2) 02¢a - 02¢---~d 
2 M20tdOxd ~ 40ya2,  (4) 
where we emphasize dimensional variables by the superscript "d'. Introducing the nondimen- 
sional parameters, q~ = ¢4/(poU2), x = xd/L, y = yd/H, and t = utd/H, where H is the initial 
jet width and L is a streamwise l ngth parameter such that H/L << 1 (we will discuss the closure 
value for L subsequently), equation (4) becomes 
2eM2¢zt = (1 - 2M 2) E2dpxx "+" Cyy. (5) 
With this scaling a simplification ofequation (2) becomes apparent, namely that the streamwise 
gradient term ¢~x is small since E = H/L << 1. As a convenient way to treat he temporal behavior 
of the problem, we introduce the Laplace integral transform [14] and of the new dependent variable 
u(x, y, s) = fo  ¢(x, y, t)e -St dr. With this new variable, equation (5) becomes 
2~sM2ux = (1 - 2M 2) ~2uxx + u~y. (6) 
Simplifying by neglecting second-order terms, i.e., O(E 2) we write the reduced problem 
2~sM 20u = 02u Oz Oy 2' (7) 
which, is of course, a parabolic or heat equation. Notice that we have assumed that the field initial 
condition is zero, a particularly convenient situation for the use of Laplace transforms. Boundary 
conditions for equation (7) are now discussed. A spatial domain, i.e., the quarter plane 0 < x < oc 
and 0 < y < oo is defined. The upstream condition for the flow is an approximation for a jet: 
problem. Though any jet actually has a physical throat dimension, i.e., H, we will find it useful 
to approximate he jet by an impulsive, velocity point source, therefore, u(0, y, s) = poU2/s. Far 
field boundary conditions are imposed symmetry at the centerline, ~-~ = 0 and bounded flow 
for x and y >> 1. 
Equation (7) can be solved by a number of methods, e.g., Green's functions, self-sinfilarity 
etc. [14]. However, for our purposes, it will perhaps most instructive to introduce a sirpdlarity 
variable and solve the resulting differential equation. We can easily show, see Appendix I, that the 
appropriate similarity variable to reduce quation (7) to an ODE (ordinary differential equation' 
is ~ = y/v/'~; ~ = x/zM2s, where equation (7) now becomes 
d2u du 
= o, (8) 
d~ 2 aq 
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with corresponding solution; u -- c1(1 -erfc(~)) + c2 [15]. Applying the associated boundary 
conditions (and introducing our previous definitions) we write 
u = ? erfc ( v l~MY ~ ) .  (9) 
At this point, we need to map the Laplace plane solution back to the real space by computing 
the inverse transform of equation (9). The inversion of equation (9) is possible to obtain in closed 
form using a combination of known (tabulated) inverses [16] and the convolution theorem [14]. 
Since computation of the inverse is not tabulated we describe its derivation in Appendix II. From 
Appendix II, we write the inverse of equation (9), and therefore, the solution of equation (7) 
: <1o, ¢ Ux + larcsin 1 xt ] 
Equation (10) is our solution for the flow field due to impulsively started jet. Several features 
are immediately apparent: for y = O,x,t finite, ¢ = Ux, similarly for x, t --+ oo and y finite we 
obtain a similar result, namely ¢ = Ux, thus, reproducing the expected upstream conditions. 
Now, the inverse sine function, which is defined on the domain -1  < x < 1 places a (meaningful) 
restriction on the solution. Indeed, computing the maximum value for eM2y2/xt < 1 we note 
that this value corresponds to ¢ = 0, i.e., the boundary of the jet. Thus, on the jet boundary we 
see that 
Ybou,d=•=7 - -  " (11) 
The dimensional form of equation (11) is 
d ~d 1 Ybound = _-- M (xdUta) 1/2. (12) 
Equation (12) indicates that for any specified time, 5 oc x I/2. If we make the (reasonable) 
approximation that t = x/U, we write 5 -- 1/Mx oc x. This simple linear growth is significant 
since the classical growth of a planar turbulent jet is known to scale linearly with the streamwise 
distance [17]. Though constant for a simple incompressible 2 - d jet (the associated constant 
is approximately given by 5/x = 0.078) the fact that the spreading rate decreases with mach 
number, is, well known [18]. Although, from this we note that our development is consistent 
with known jet relationships, our interest remains in the unsteady, impulsive flow of material 
associated with impact debris clouds. 
Referring to Figure 1, which represents he impact of spherical aluminum projectiles into an 
aluminum plate (diameter/thickness = 2) at 10 Km/s, we see that the spreading rate is indeed 
linear for x <<< 1. However, for x ~ O (1), the spreading rate is better epresented as5 oe x 112 (see 
the included regression relationship computed between plate wall and maximum spreading value). 
Regardless however, that a continuously growing plume's boundaries axe essentially triangular in 
shape, is a rather coarse approximation. 
From Figure 2, it is apparent that streamwise information and the finite behavior of the debris 
cloud has not been captured by the reduced, parabolic relationship, equation (7). Rather than 
directly attacking the complete lliptic form, equation (6), which yields an unmanageable solution, 
we consider extending equation (7) to include parabolic effects. As a motivation for this search, 
we consider the steady, i.e., s --+ 0 form of equation (6) on a finite domain say 0 _< y _< 1, 
0 < x < 1, using the classical eigenfunction (Fourier series) expansion solution of [12]. Introducing 
a separable function u = f(x)g(y) and the separation constant A 2 we write the two ODE's 
+  2f,, = o, (13) 
+ g" : 0, g'(0) = g'(1) = 0, 
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Figure 1, Impact of a spherical aluminum projectile into an aluminum plate with 
diameter/thickness = 2 at 10 km/s using AMR (adaptive mesh refinement) version 
of CTH. Note that each block shown in Figure i is composed of a 10 x 10 subdomain 
grid, implying a well resolved grid throughout the problem. 
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Figure 2. Impact of a spherical a!uminum projectile into an alumirmm plate with 
diameter/thickness = 2 at 10 Km/s. Note that the spreading rate is indeed linear for 
x << 1, and approaches 5 oc x 1/2 for the x ~ O (1). 
where /32  = 2M 2 - 1. The  e igenfunct ion  impl ied by  the  second re la t ionsh ip  of equat ion  (13) re-. 
quires that g = cos(nlry), n = 1,2, 3 . . .  and A = n~. Substituting these values into equation (13) 
one writes 
f = Cl COS(aX) + c2 sin(o~x), o~ 2 = . (14) 
Now, with appropriate upstream conditions, e.g., u(0, y) = const, uy(0, y) = 0, and considering 
the n = 1 the dominant frequency one can write 
The form of the separation solution, u = f (x)g(y)  used to obtain equation (15) motivatee~ 
us to consider an approximation to the right-hand side of equation (6) where u~ + uyy ~:, 
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1/2 cos(~rx)uyy. Thus, we must solve 
1 02u 
2ssM2~x = ~ cos (lrx) (16) Oy2 " 
As was done equation (7) previously, we will solve equation (16) using a self-similar variable 
method. In Appendix II, we show that the correct variable similarity variable to solve equa- 
tion (16) is ~ = y/((2/lr) sin(Trx)) 1/2 and the associated ODE is 
d2u 2 0__u_ 
d~ 2 0~ = 0; ~ = sv/~-~s~, (17) 
with corresponding solution; u = cl (1-erfc(~))+c2. Applying the associated boundary conditions 
(and introducing our p evious definitions) we write 
= Ux erfc ~ - -v~My 
u s \(1/ )l/2sinl/2(s x ) ) .  (18)  
Inversion of equation (18) to the real plane is analogous to equation (7) and gives 
¢=Ux +larcsin~r 1 - 2 ~ ) )  (19) 
and on the jet boundary we see that 
1 (1 ) l /2 (s in (~x) t )  1/2 
 ound = = -- . (20)  
Making the dimensional approximation that t d = xd/U and using the dimensionless definition 
t = x /z  and finally, reverting back to dimensional variables gives 
= ~ -~ sin v-~ = n k-~--~ ] (xsin(Trz)) 1/2 . (21) 
Equation (21) provides a considerable improvement over the previous developments, in terms of 
providing a more realistic shape for the debris cloud. Figure 4 provides a qualitative comparison 
of equation (21) with the impact problem displayed in Figure 3. In the near field, where x << 1, 
we approximate sin(~rx) as 7rx thus, we recover the result obtained through equation (9) and the 
approximation 5 4 = 1/Mx d c< x. From elementary calculus, the function f (x) = (x sin(~rx)) 1/2 
on the interval has a maximum at x = 0.6458 (transcendental solution for tan(~rx) = -x)  which 
gives a maximum value of 0.7611. 
It is important o note that the length scales inherent o equation (21) are L = Ut ~ maximum 
displacement of wave front in streamwise direction. Although, replacement of L by Ut is a good 
approximation for many problems, clearly L = Ut provides an upper bound since impact must 
always decelerate the gas stream due to loss mechanisms inherent o the penetration process. An 
elementary estimate of the deceleration through a finite layer is given by De Chant [19] where 
Udec = Ue -~ = U exp -2  --0-- . (22) 
We consider the value presented through equation (22) to be a lower bound. A simple average 
value is used in this analysis thus giving the formula 
Udec~ ( 1 ) 1/2 5d = Ut (1 + (xs in(rx))  1/2 (23) 
T vJ;-  
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Figure 3. Qualitative comparison of the debris cloud shape as computed by equa~ 
tion (21) for a 10 km/s second aluminum sphere/aluminum plate im act diameter/ 
thickness = 4,t = 19/zs. 
From Figure 3, it is apparent that we have been using the jet interface as if it were generated 
by a point source and ignoring (to a great extent) the effect of the finite jet zone. As such, ot~r 
computation i  some ways is more reminiscent of a mixing layer problem, rather than a true jet 
analysis. This concern is valid; however, translating the "y" coordinate from the physical jet 
center, to the interface point, one achieves a very close approximation to the point jet problem. 
Additionally, if one were to choose to model the associated mixing layer problem, it would become 
apparent hat the same ODE with the same similarity variables, i.e. u = c1(1 - erfc(~)) + c:). 
would govern the flow. Of course, the domain would now be defined over the x > 0 half plane 
with appropriate boundary conditions. Regardless, the similarity variable ~ will remain the same 
as will our boundary functional relationship. 
We now discuss the thermodynamic closure for the debris cloud for the small disturbance debris 
cloud analysis. The only thermodynamic parameter available in the governing equation and 
solution is the mach number. Notice that the form of equation (21) for x << 1, written as (5/x = 
1/M, is an approximation for the infinitesimally small disturbance, mach angle relationship, i.e., 
# = arcsin(1/M) [20]. We can relate the wave angle, /~, to the turning angle by 0 = 7r/2 - #, 
implying that 8 ~ # ~ M << 1. Of course, that the analysis recovers this local solution form 
merely shows consistency with the acceleration perturbation equation, equation (6), and the 
ideal, isentropic gas derivation used to achieve it. The debris cloud problem of interest, however, 
is clearly not merely the isentropic expansion of an ideal gas. The debris cloud is a complex, 
multiple phase (gas, liquid, and solid), multiple component, high velocity flow problem. The 
associated thermodynamics of this mixture are indeed complex. However, by making several 
well-known hypersonic flow approximations a using the form of an ideal gas, we can achieve an 
approximate value for the 1/M term in equation (21). 
Consider an ideal gas where p=pRT, by definition 1/M = (c2/u2) 1/2 and for an isentropic 
process (or simply at a state point regardless of the process) 7P/P = c2- For a hypersonic 
gas flow one often ignores the thermal contribution to pressure and writes: p : Kpu 2. Thus, 
combining these relationships, we can write that 1/M = (TK) 1/2. For K = 1/2 (K = 1/2 is 
the incompressible value one would obtain from applying the simple BernouUi's equation) and 
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= 1.4 (say) we see that 1/M = 0.84 (M -- 1.2), alternatively a compressible value would be 
K = 1/4 and 7 ---- 1.4 with 1/M -- 0.6. Of course, it is probably most appropriate to define this 
mach number as an effective mach number, i.e., 1/M = 1/Mefl. We can readily compare this 
approximate value by measuring the slope at the expansion origin. This comparison is performed 
in the next section. 
Note that the mach number closure formulation can also be related to other expansion rela- 
tionships (beyond the mach angle) by relating the Prandtl supersonic steady state wavelength 
solution (the length between a expansion-compression shock "diamond" pair) to the expansion 
slope. The Prandtl wavelength says that Lperlod ---- 4(M 2 - 1)1/2H. Since Lperiod = 4L, we 
can write H/L  = ~/L = (M 2 - 1) -1/2 which is the small disturbance approximation for a 
Prandtl-Meyer expansion. Comparison between the effective mach number elationship and the 
Prandtl-Meyer based mach number indicates that Meg -- (M 2 - 1) 1/2 = fl [20]. 
3. RESULTS 
In the previous section, we derived an analysis describing the time dependent formation of 
debris clouds due to plate penetration at high impact velocity. Here we assess the validity of this 
model for a range of impact problems. As a preliminary test we consider the initial expansion 
angle, i.e., ~ (x = 0), as well as the maximum spreading dimension for a fixed time. 
Table 1 presents the initial expansion angle and maximum spreading location for several 
aluminum-aluminum i pact sphere-plate penetration problems similar to those presented in 
Figure 1. Recall that initial slope, is to a first approximation, modeled as a constant value, 
i.e., 1~Meg. Here we approximate 1/Meff = 2/3. The lateral spreading locations computed 
using equation (23). 
Table 1. Comparison between analytical model and CTH simulations for several 
sphere diameter/plate thickness ratios and impact velocities. 
Angle Angle  Maximum Maximum 
Sphere Diameter/ Time (/~s) U (km/s) CTH analytical spreading (cm) spreading (cm) 
Plate Thickness (radians) (constant) CTH analytical 
4 31 5 0.6 0.667 3.5 3.94 
I 
4 19 10 0.6 0.667 4.75 4.60 
2 17 5 0.5 0.667 1.25 1.81 
2 20 10 0.75 0.667 4125 4.21 
Table 1 indicates that to a first approximation the analysis developed here provides a reason- 
able first approximation for the expansion angle and maximum debris cloud spreading location. 
Though it is clear that the model parameters, in particular, the initial expansion angle are 
dependent upon the projectile-target thickness ratio, the simple constant approximation seems 
adequate. 
Previously, in Figure 3, we presented a qualitative comparison between the analytical plume 
model, equation (23), and a CTH simulation for a high speed, 10 km/s aluminum sphere/alumi- 
num plate impact diameter/thickness = 4 problem. In Figure 4, we present a quantitative 
comparison between the approximate analytical model and the CTH simulation. 
To this point, we have restricted our attention to single material impact problems. How- 
ever, multiple material impact subsequent debris cloud generation problems are of great practical 
interest. In Figure 5, we present a titanium sphere impacting an aluminum plate (sphere diame- 
ter/plate thickness = 2) at 10 km/s. Both CTH material plots and boundary plots comparing the 
analytical model of, i.e., equation (23) with the boundary are provided. Notice the two materials 
(represented by the two shades of gray in the CTH plots). The effect of the stronger material 
(titanium) on the debris cloud shape in terms of the very blunt nose to the jet is apparent. In 
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Figure 4. Quantitative comparison of the debris cloud shape as computed by equa- 
tion (21) with the impact shown in Figure 3, i.e., a 10km/s second aluminum 
sphere/aluminum plate impact diameter/thickness ~ 4, t = 19t~s showing overall 
good agreement. Notice the excellent agreement with data for x << 1 and good 
agreement with maximum spreading location. 
20 
spite of this effect, Figure 5 shows good agreement between debris cloud shape and the analyt- 
iced model. Though the slope is under-predicted, we again use 1~Men = 2/3 while the CTH 
simulation indicates an expansion slope of approximately 0.75, (11% relative error), the overall 
comparison with theory is quite satisfactory. 
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Figure 5. A titanium sphere impacting an aluminum plate (sphere diameter/plate 
thickness = 2.) at 10 Km/s demonstrating good agreement with the data in spite of 
using a constant value 1/Me~=2/3. 
In addition to providing estimates of the debris cloud geometry, the velocity within the debris 
cloud may also be computed from the potential solution, equation (19). Consider for example 
the streamwise velocity. By definition the streamwise velocity is ~ .  Thus, from equation (19) 
we write 
1 1 arcsin (1 -  ~) + sin(lrx) 1 2 (24) Uvel = ~ Jr -- -- , 
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where ~ = 2(ezrM2y2/sin(Trx)t). Now, for ~ = 0, i.e., the jet centeriine we find that (in the 
proper limit) Uvel=l, while at the jet boundary ~ = 1 we find that Uvel = 1/2 + 1/7r = 0.82. 
By way of comparison Yatteau and Dickson [7] we find using an empirical relationship that: 
u~,l = cos(1.92(25)) = 0.64. The theoretical result compares adequately with their empirica]i 
measurement computed for velocities on the order of 3 km/s, considerably lower than the simu-- 
lations considered here. 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this development, we have derived a closed form analytical solution for an unsteady invis-- 
cid jet using linearized, small disturbance, acceleration potential theory and classical analytical 
methods. Use was made of both the Laplace transformation and reduction to a self-similar form 
to solve the associated governing equations. The convolution theorem provided a closed form 
mapping from the transformed plane to the real plane. Streamwise diffusion terms, e.g., ¢~: 
were shown to be second order and are neglected. This analytical model was used to estimate 
the debris cloud geometry and velocity field as a function of location and time. Though formal 
solutions of the potential equation provided good results for debris cloud expansion ear the ini.- 
tial impact point, x << 1, the debris cloud expansion front behavior was not recovered. Inclusion 
of the streamwise diffusion term can be shown to yield an inherently unstable formulation fbr the 
prescribed initial conditions. Since the steady state eigenfunction expansion solution is known 
to be stable, this functional form was used to extend the unsteady solution in an approximate 
manner. The extended solution retains physically correct expansion behavior for x << 1 but also 
provides a reasonable model near the debris cloud expansion front. Since debris cloud dynam- 
ics and witness plate impact are readily obtained from experimental observations, this model 
provides a simple, but useful supplement to conventional hydrocode simulation of impact and 
penetration phenomenon. 
APPENDIX  
I .  COMPUTATION OF  S IMILARITY  VARIABLES 
Previously, we made use of the similarity variable ~ = y/~,2/-~x to reduce equation (4) to an 
ODE (ordinary differential equation ~-~ - 2-~ = 0), where equation (4) was the heat equation:: 
Ou 02u 
Ox - Oy 2" (A.1) 
Though we merely applied the similarity variable without deriving it, we will have occasiorL, 
e.g., equation (16) to use a more general form of the similarity solution method to solve extended 
partial differential equations. As such consider the extended partial differential equation 
Ou 02u 
= h(x)-~y 2 , (A.2) 
0-~ 
where h(x) is some specified function. To reduce this relationship to an ODE we introduce the 
similarity variable ~ = y/ f (x) ,  f (x)  an unspecified function. Computing partial derivatives in 
terms of 
Ox d~ Ox f d~ 
02 d2 /'0~'~ 2 d02~ 1 d 2 
Oy 2 = "~ ~ + d---~ Oy --'5 = f2 d~2" 
Substituting equation (A.3) into equation (A.2) and requiring the u = u(~) only then requires 
that 
ff' = h(x). (A.4) 
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Solving equation (A.4) one immediately recovers the previously presented similarity variables. 
Consider for example, equation (A.1) with h(x) = 1. Solution of equation (A.4) yields: 1/2f  2 = 
x+ const. Thus, with const. = 0 and solving for f, we write: f = (2x) 1/2. 
I I .  INVERSE LAPLACE TRANSFORM FOR 1/s[erfc(aW2sl/2)] 
Previously, we made use of the inverse Laplace transform for 1/s[erfc(aW2sl/2)] where it was 
indicated that although a closed form inverse is available for this result, even rather more complete 
transform tables, e.g., [16] do not list this form. As such, we provide a brief description of the 
computation of this inverse Laplace transform. 
The product form of the inverse, 1/s[erfc(aU2sl/2)] motivates us to consider use of the convo- 
lution theorem [14]. One form of the convolution theorem states 
/o t L -~ (F(s)G(s))  = g(~)f( t  - ~) dE. (A.5) 
Here we let: 
1 erfc(al /2sl /2)  F(s) = f(t) = { 0, 0 _< t < a, (A.6) 
(Trt) -1/2, t > a, 
and 
1 
G(s) -  sl/2 
thus, from the convolution theorem, one writes 
g(t) = (TFt) -1/2 , (A.7) 
/0 t L -1 (F(s)G(s))  = (r~)-1/2 (Tr(t - ~))-1/2 dr. (A.8) 
Evaluating the integral implied by equation (A.8) we write 
(1  ( ) )  /0 t 11  ( ~ )  L -1 erfe al/2s 1/2 = (Tl'f) -1/2 (Tr (t -- f ) ) - l /2  dr---- ~ -~- -~r arcsin 1 - 2 , (A.9) 
which is the appropriate inverse transform. 
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